The overall problem with PV (photovoltaic) systems is the high cost for the photovoltaic modules. This makes it interesting to concentrate irradiation on the PV-module, thereby reducing the PV area necessary for obtaining the same amount of output power. The tracking capability of two-axes tracking unit driving a new concentrating paraboloid for electric and heat production have been evaluated. The reflecting optics consisting of flat mirrors provides uniform illumination on the absorber which is a good indication for optimised electrical production due to series connection of solar cells. The calculated optical efficiency of the system indicates that about 80% of the incident beam radiation is transferred to the absorber. Simulations of generated electrical and thermal energy from the evaluated photovoltaic thermal (PV/T) collector show the potential of obtaining high total energy efficiency.
Introduction


The increasing demand of energy, the depletion of fossil fuel and the environmental problems associated with the use of fossil fuel make the deployment of alternative renewable energies attractive. Solar photovoltaic energy is one of the promising forms of renewable energy.
The high cost of the solar cells is the main problem limiting the wide utilisation of PV (photovoltaic) technology in the developing countries. One possible solution to the high costs is to concentrate irradiation on the PV modules in order to minimize the required cell area for the same output. However, with increased irradiation concentration, there will be a need for increased cooling of the PV cells in order to lower the working temperature, prevent damage and conserve cell efficiency [1] . Usually, a photovoltaic/thermal (PV/T) concentrating system has a photovoltaic module cooled by air or water. Hence, not only electricity is generated from the absorber but also heat can be utilized that would otherwise be wasted [2] . PV/T systems where heat also is utilized to provide a higher total energy output than PV modules and could be cost effective if additional cost of the thermal unit is low [3] .
Detailed theoretical models of PV/T collectors showing how the outputs are limited by different factors have been developed [4] . The major challenge in designing a concentrating photovoltaic system is to achieve an acceptable radiation flux distribution [5] . Parabolic reflectors often cause high local irradiance and cell temperature resulting in panel power loss [6] . The effect of optical imperfections on the array performance is also discussed by Anton et al. [7] .
Three-dimensional concentrating systems require sun tracking within a narrow angle cone to work by directing the direct sunlight to the reflecting optics. In low concentrating applications, a portion of diffuse light from the sky can also be captured [8] . The physics behind the concentrating solar systems requires that tracking accuracy increases as the system concentration ratio increases [9] . In high concentrations, the tracking accuracy should be in the ± 0.1 o range to deliver approximately 90% of the rated power output, while in low concentrating systems it should be in the ± 2.0 o range [10] .
In the present work, we evaluate the tracking capability of two-axes tracking unit coupled to a concentrating PV/T system installed at Lund University. The optical system of the collector was analyzed and the electrical energy and the heat that the system would produce is simulated for three different sites.
Description of a Two-Axes Tracking Hybrid Concentrator
The Swedish Company GSE (Global Sun Engineering) has developed a rather unique 2-axis tracking and concentrating hybrid based on flat mirrors named Matarenki Light. The hybrid is constructed around 2 × 9 flat mirrors in a parabolic geometry (Fig. 1a) . The mirrors work constructively acting as a doubly curved shell together with the steel frame (Fig. 1b) . The mirrors surface has its largest projected width 3.0 m and height 1.7 m. The distance between the mirror halves is 0.48 m and the focal length of the paraboloid is 1.47 m. The absorbers are 16.5 o inclined towards each mirror array.
Solar cells connected in series demand a uniform irradiation distribution and this is met using flat mirrors in this design. The absorber is made from two parallel sheets of stainless steel to get an even dissipation of heat. The absorber is isolated on the back side and covered with a front glass. Silicon cells are not yet laminated on the absorber.
A Wattsun AZ 125 two axes tracking unit [11] meant for flat solar panels is used for the tracking system. Azimuth tracking is made by rotating the reflectors around the centre pole, while the tilt is given by the elevation actuator. The tracker is powered by 24 V DC. Light sensors are placed on the four sides of a box and opposing sensors receive equal amount of brushing light from the direct component of the light from the sun when tracking is reached. An additional sensor on top of the box senses the dusk so the tracking can return to an east position after dark (Fig. 2) .
Geometry and Light Distribution
Conventional two dimensional concentrating systems are constructed around a parabolic trough and three dimensional systems are built around parabolic dishes. This system is made up of flat mirrors in facet mounting. Fig. 3 shows the overall mirror dimensions at the centre of the mirror. To analyze the light distribution over the absorber, all mirrors were covered except one that gives the image on the absorber. Then the image was photographed and the process repeated for all mirrors in the right mirror set (Fig. 4) .
In Fig. 4a , the uncovered mirror reflects the blue sky, whereas in Fig. 4b , the uncovered mirror reflects a white cloud. The mirror in the middle row left is always shaded by the absorber. 
Estimation of Concentration Factor of the System
where, C is the geometrical concentration factor and  i is the angle of incidence in each active mirror. From Standard glass with iron content is used for the mirrors and as a cover for the absorber. The transmission trough the 4 mm glass mirrors and the 2 mm glass cover corresponds roughly to the transmission trough a 10 mm single pane window. The measured spectral transmission for 10 mm glass taken from Parasol building simulation program [13] is multiplied with the spectral direct irradiation and gives 643 W/m 2 integrated over the whole range of the solar spectrum. The direct integrated irradiation is 900 W/m 2 giving a reduction factor of 0.71 for the influence from the glass for solar heat. The efficiency of a solar cell is defined in the standard with the direct and the diffuse irradiation of 1,000 W/m 2 . With an assumed sensitivity for Si, a spectral calibration curve was calculated to give the electrical output for the desired efficiency. This spectral calibration curve can then be used to calculate the electrical output for the actual direct spectrum in the concentrator with ideal mirrors alternatively with the influence of glass (Fig. 6 ). Similarly the integrated value of transmission weighted against an assumed sensitivity of Si gives 162 W/m 2 and the reduction factor is 0.72 for the influence from the glass for solar electricity. For this type of design, inevitable triangular shaded areas are obtained. From Fig. 5 , 2% of the absorber area is estimated to be shaded in this way. Most of the triangular part of shading in Fig. 5 is assumed to be reduced by adjustments.
The absorber area is 440 mm × 530 mm giving an area of 0.24 m 2 . An active aperture area for the two halves is 2 × 0.24 × 7.52 × 0.98 = 3.54 m 2 .
Evaluation of Tracking Capability
An additional angle sensor only sensitive in a For small angles, the deviation angle, , in degrees is given by:
where, L is length of PSD sensor, d is the distance from the sensor to the aperture, and I 1 , I 2 are the currents from each end of the photodiode.
Accordingly, horizontal angular deviation  h and vertical angular deviations  v can be calculated. Additionally, a mechanical angle sensor consisting of a potentiometer was mounted so that the rig elevation angle was recorded. This means that the tracking capability could be controlled. Fig. 4a shows that the shaded mirror is just due to the absorber outline indicating a correct size of the absorber. If the dimensions of the absorber exceed the design dimensions, three mirrors would be shaded causing substantial drop of the reflected light.
Experimental Results and Simulation of Energy Output
Experimental Results
Measurements of incident angle given by individual mirrors on the absorber and shown in From the measurements with photodiodes, we found the angular deviations from the direction of light beam, both in horizontal and vertical plan. Fig. 8 shows horizontal angular deviations during a clear day with occasional clouds. If the value of optical position providing vertical deviations is added to the value of the mechanical angle sensor, the solar height is determined with good accuracy. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 , where theoretical, measured and measured and corrected solar height is represented. The relatively small horizontal deviation angles and the good match between real and measured solar height, indicate that the tracking unit works fine during clear days.
On partly cloudy days however, unnecessary energy losses could be expected and added risks for the durability of the electrical bypass system.
Because of the concentration, the collector must have a temperature sensor that sends signals to the controller to defocus the mirrors at excessive temperatures. This would protect from stagnation temperatures.
Simulations of Energy Output
Simulations of the expected thermal and electrical output for Stockholm, Madrid and Maputo have been performed. In these simulations, it was assumed that the system is equipped with solar cells with a conversion efficiency of 18%. The system optical efficiency is assumed to be 0.80. Furthermore, it was assumed that the solar thermal collector has an optical efficiency of 0.60 and U-value of 1.6 (W/m 2 ·K), calculated by the collector aperture area. This means that 80% of the direct solar radiation on the mirrors reaches the solar cells and 18% of incident radiation is converted into electricity and the rest becomes heat, about 60%. Heat production is estimated at an average operating temperature of 50 C. Electrical and thermal energy per unit area is calculated according to Eqs. (3) and (4):
In these equations,  ob is the electrical/thermal optical efficiency for beam radiation, K b is the (6) and T is the temperature difference between mean collector temperature and the ambient temperature.
The incidence angle modifier for beam radiation for incidence angles between 0 o and 60 o is given by:
where, b 0 is the electrical/thermal angular coefficient.
The diffuse incidence angle modifier was calculated as being the inverse of the concentration ratio, and the U-value is given by:
where, a 1 is the constant part of the overall heat loss coefficient, and a 2 is the temperature dependent part of the overall heat loss coefficient.
Simulations were performed for a flat PV module, vacuum tube, both at optimum tilt (40 o for Stockholm, 
Conclusions
An advanced two-axes tracking solar concentrating system producing both electricity and heat was developed by the Swedish company Global Sun Engineering. Flat mirrors provide uniform light intensity on the absorber with solar cells. A prototype of this system has been installed on the roof at Lund University, aiming to evaluate the complete system.
The evaluation shows that the flat mirrors provide uniform illumination on almost the entire area of the absorber. The tracking unit works with good accuracy on clear days. However, for a partly clouded day, unacceptable deviation (hunting) occurs. This is planned to be solved by sensing the currents from opposing solar cells on the borders of the absorber for fine tuning of the tracking.
Simulations of the system have been made with certain assumptions about the system performance. The results show that:
• The global solar radiation on fixed surface inclined to an optimal angle towards equator is higher than the direct radiation on a surface with two axes tracking, in all latitudes; • The analyzed PV/T system with an area of 3.54 m 2 would produce approximately 1,060 kWh/yr of electricity and 3,800 kWh/yr of heat in Maputo. In Stockholm, the system would produce approximately half of these figures. To produce the same amount of energy, the system can be replaced by 3.2 m 2 of PV modules and 3 m 2 of vacuum tubes in Maputo.
